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There's no greater gift than
thinking that you had some
impact on the world,
for the better.
- Gloria Steinem

Impact. It is the operative word that drives nonprofits
ahead. It is the reason why changemakers strive every
single day to further the causes they believe in. Managing
social impact is an arduous process. There are several
moving parts and mission-driven organizations have
best practices and frameworks in place to optimize
and improve the impact they create.

How do you know if your work is
creating the social impact you
hope to achieve?
How do you build out a strategy
that acts as your north star?
What is the best way to ensure
predictable outcomes?

What is Impact Management?
Impact Management is the ongoing practice of assessing and
evaluating the social impact of nonprofits. It is a series of plans and
frameworks that are used to manage and improve the outcomes
of missions. It enables nonprofits to become more efficient and
data-driven. It is the difference between vague estimates and
facts. The difference between one successful campaign and a
series of successful missions that run on auto-pilot. Because as
in every business, to play the long game it is essential to not just
focus on outcomes but on predictable outcomes.

Why is Impact Management Essential for
Nonprofits?
The focus for nonprofits is to deliver their mission and ensure that
their programs and services are making an impact on that mission.
If they are able to demonstrate that, it becomes a story to tell to
donors which increases their commitment to the organization.
The goal is to see which programs and services

The answer lies in effective Impact Management. Before
we go further let's get the basics out of the way.

they provide are generating the most impact
for the clients and individuals served.
Programs and services that provide
greater impact should be expanded
and those that don’t have much of
an impact should be re-evaluated.
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Decisions Driven by Data
Listen closely. Every single data point has a
story to tell. It is the story that your donors,
your volunteers, your teams, want to hear.
Because like all powerful stories it is rooted
in the truth. Data and evidence can steer you
through any situation. Salesforce's dashboards
can help you monitor performance based on
the data extracted from reports which provide
an overview of different nonprofit programs
and campaigns. Such data can be historical or
future based in nature. It can help the program
staff and board members in making effective
data-driven decisions. The comprehensive and
quantitative analysis gives insights at every level.

Improvements and Pivots
based on Evidence
Evidence building is a continuous process that
should be encouraged and leveraged at every
level of the organization. Continuous evidence
building helps leaders proactively learn about
every action taken in the organization and gives
the decision-makers a 360-degree view of the
organization. This drives extensive improvement
programs throughout the organization for
enhancing the output at every level.

Integrated Finance Management
Being able to demonstrate impact and how you
are managing and evaluating it demonstrates
financial responsibility and efficient use of funds
which donors and other funders respond to.

Participant-Centered
Program Management
Lastly, to completely leverage Impact
Management, nonprofit organizations need
to promote a culture of encouragement, which
helps stakeholders and participants easily share
their feedback on the programs and suggest
tweaks. This way, nonprof it organizations
can receive timely suggestions which can be
implemented without any delay.
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How can my organization adopt
Impact Management?
Strategic Evidence Plan
Strategic Evidence Planning consists of four essential elements:
Theory of Change

Data Collection

The Theory of Change is the first step towards Strategic

The Data Collection Plan assists you in

Evidence Planning which helps you understand and

identifying the metrics on organization,

settle on why and how changes will take place in the

donors, campaigns, goals, and finance. It

organization. It is a step-by-step process that involves

also deals with how the data will be collected

addressing problems, giving inputs, predicting

and analyzed.

outcomes, and analyzing the benefits.

Learning Agenda
The Learning Agenda is the process of learning and
acknowledging the key questions of the organization
and what sort of methodologies are on the table to
answer them. It targets questions like the effectiveness
of the programs, setting goals, timelines, etc.

Technology Plan
The Technology Plan lays out all the
prominent technologies and tools that the
organization can use to analyze, visualize,
collect, and report its data.

Program Inventory & Map
Organizations need to deeply understand and have
absolute clarity on what programs they are offering,
and who receives those programs, and how they
receive them. Nonprofits need to identify the gaps in
their programming and learn their programming map
goes against community needs. This allows greater
allocation of resources and program executions.

Impact Dashboard
Nonprof it organizations should leverage their
platform dashboards to get a unified view of the
performance and outcomes of the program. It helps
them learn how the programs are impacting the
beneficiaries and what their experiences
are. Organization reports provide Impact
KPIs helps manage Cost-per-Outcome, and
finance altogether. Such functionalities
make dashboards a vital tool to monitor
nonprofit activities and their results.
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How Salesforce Nonprofit Cloud helps to
Amplify your Organization's Impact
Salesforce Nonprofit Cloud is a full-fledged solution for nonprofit organizations. It offers tools
and features that cater to every nonprofit need and enhances the impact on the world.
Program Management Module and Case
Management Module

Impact Measurement
Salesforce Nonprofit Cloud helps nonprofit organizations

Both Program Management Module and Case Management

to capture data at every level of the organization. It extracts
program & impact data of previous and current years so

Module deliver deep tracking and management functionalities
that nonprofit org can benefit from.

nonprofit org can compare outcomes and understand

Program Management Module (PMM) is a data architecture

generates detailed reports and provides insightful analysis

tool that helps track programs, service delivery, and program

that helps in better decision-making to improve the output

engagement. Nonprofit organizations can actively use it

quality of nonprofit activities.

the growth and shortcomings of their programs. It also

to manage programs, program enrolments, beneficiary
interactions, and extract meaningful impact data about

Financial Management

their programs from Salesforce.

Nonprofit Cloud can help nonprofits to manage their
finances with its Accounting Sub ledger. It prepares the

Case Management Module enables nonprofit org to track

fundraising and donation campaign information for the

and understand precisely where their donors are in the

accounting system. It saves finance and fundraising

journey through an organization's programs and shows them

significant time and budget on reconciliation tasks by

the next steps. Accessing clients, programs, and services

simply connecting systems to ensure a single source of

from a single screen helps nonprofit staff manage large

truth for payment and revenue data. It provides connected

caseloads while providing personalized care. This ensures

finance solutions and takes care of the inbound and

that no donor program or service recipient slips through

outbound allocation.

the cracks.

A Fresh Approach for an
Educational Nonprofit
is an educational nonprofit that supports children, parents, and teachers
with a program supporting childhood literacy, academic support,
curriculum development, and seminars. They manage their activities
on the Salesforce Nonprofit Cloud and benefit from the ability to make
data-driven decisions. Salesforce helps them perform some of the key
functions for Impact
Management and allows Dream Big Labs to do the following:

01

Create a streamlined experience for students

02

Enables tutors to monitor the progress of

and tutors

students at a granular level

03

Gain visibility into student grades, course credits, and

04

Manage the effectiveness of programs across the

attendance

student lifecycle
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The only bottom line that matters - A Stronger Impact
After partnering with Salesforce the educational nonprofit was able to achieve early success and accelerate the outcomes
of its mission.

Replicating its earlier success powered by Salesforce,
the nonprofit expanded its presence and launched
tutoring services at another community center.

The nonprofit organization is now able to demonstrate
clear and tangible value to students, partners, and donors.

The new tutoring center was able to reduce the time

The number and quality of student enrolments and

and money students spent on transportation.

the success of programs have seen a significant spike.

Impact Management made
easier with DemandBlue.
DemandBlue is a longstanding Salesforce partner with immense experience
in dealing with nonprofit and educational organizations. We admire the great
effort nonprofit orgs put into making the earth a beautiful place. That's why
our nonprofit experts are always thrilled to aid nonprofits to leave a massive
impact. Our experts will help you adopt and integrate Impact Management to
every level of your organization. They will take feedback and recommendations
from every program staff and top decision-makers to ensure that no stone
is left unturned.

We are obsessed with stats and metrics and will make sure that
our obsession will help you create a new and healthy routine
of continuous data extraction from the right places to help you
make decisions with the speed of light. We will eliminate data
silos, so you can do what you do best without any barriers!
Let's create Impact On-Demand.

www.demandblue.org

